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Kathy and Geoff Adams, of KoolKat Quilting, aim to bring to your club
some fun and inexpensive workshop options for 2015. You can choose
from half day to full day workshops, and we bring our mini-shop with kits,
patterns and fabrics for club members to peruse.
Cost of the workshops is just $25 pp for half day and $35 pp for full day.
(Tools and materials are extra.) This cost is based on a minimum of 10
participants. Kathy only teaches one workshop at a time, but 2 different half
day ones could be held over one whole day, or for a weekend, 2 different one
day workshops could be held.
** For clubs that are some distance away we are trying to plan two or
more trips where we can visit several clubs along the way. Please indicate
a day and date range that might suit your club and we can start planning
our itinerary. (By combining these club visits, we hope to cover our travel
costs in the workshop fees as listed above, thus making our workshops
very economical for your club.)

NEW this year!
Strip Therapy (Full Day)
This is a very popular stash busting
workshop. Based on the work of Rayna
Gillman, we learn how to use up fabrics
from our stash to make an exciting
project. Cushions, or a whole quilt can
be completed, working to create large
blocks. Simple and easy to do, and
great fun!

NEW this year!
Bali Spice (Full day or two
days)
This looks complicated but it’s so very quick to
make using a tubular method.
Any Bali Pop or jelly roll will make the quilt, and
a border brings it up to a lovely large lap or
throw size.

NEW this year!
Slices of Spice (Full
day)
Turn any jelly roll or Bali Pop
into a gorgeous single bed quilt.
Blocks are made very quickly
and arranged to make a lovely
pattern. Add a border and
you’re done!

NEW this year!
Chenille Bag (One day)
If you have never tried this fun technique, now is
the time! Make a jazzy shoulder bag in a day.
Very easy construction technique. Chenille has
many other uses, too! A Chenille cutter is
required, and we can supply these, as well as
inexpensive fabric kits to make it very easy!

Rag Rug making (Half or full day)
This easy method uses a special tool that
we provide for just $5. It is a no-sew
method and is quick, and fun. It's not
crochet, more like a simple blanket stitch.
We use mainly old sheets, or unwanted
cotton or poly cotton fabrics. The same
method can also be used to make bowls and
bags.

Jelly Roll Race (Half day)
Choose any jelly roll, or Bali pop
and have a fun day making a super
quick quilt. No prize for finishing
first, but the great thing is, we
will all finish in the half day
workshop! We can supply a variety
of jelly rolls cut from our own
fabric collections.

It’s a Wrap! (Half or full day)
Use this simple wrapping technique and cotton
clothesline to make a bag, bowl, or placemat – all
done by machine. Quick and easy! We bring the
rope, and also supplies of attractive fabric, but
participants are also welcome to use their own
supplies. Books on the technique will also be for sale.
You need a machine which will do a zig zag stitch,
and jeans needles (strong ones) for your machine.

Bali butterfly (One or two days)
Choose a Bali pop from our range to
make this ever popular quilt, designed
by Kathy. Black fabric goes with the
Bali, or a suitable plain colour. A
simple introduction to Bargello
technique.

Modern Quilts (One day)
Design your own modern quilt and make it
in a day.
You need 1.1 metres each of 4 fabrics to
make a modern quit. We make the entire
quilt 72" square, and this quilt can be
extended later to make a queen size just
by adding a border, if desired. We will
bring our range of exciting modern quilt
fabrics to choose from at just $12 per
metre or you can bring your own fabrics
along.

A generous quilting voucher from KoolKat (included for each participant
with each workshop) will ensure these quilts get finished fast!

Dear workshop convenor, please contact us
with your preferred dates and any questions
you may have about the workshops. We
hope to start finalising our calendar before
the end of 2014, so to avoid disappointment,
please book soon!

